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HLPF Role

1. Ensure Policy Coherence – restore the primacy of UN.
2. Support & align required institutions inc int. tax cooperation, sovereign debt restructuring, private sector accountability, FFD
3. Establish Peer Review and Monitoring Mechanisms
4. Formalize MG with particular recognition of the contributions of organized constituencies at the regional level
5. Reporting mechanisms for UN agencies, IFIs and private sector
6. Review and address systemic obstacles to equitable technologies and establish technology facilitation mechanism
7. Establish independent special rapporteurs
8. Apply the principle of non-regression
9. Ensure community participation – funding, coms, capacity,
Civil Society Engagement

1) Respect diversity of civil society and movements
b) Full access to all official documents and information
c) Transparent, inclusive and meaningful opportunities: defining agenda, establish joint working groups, right to intervene and rec
d) Civil society speaking spots through CS selection
e) Respect CSO’s autonomy and capacity to organize at all levels
   f) National level engagement essential
g) Enable preparatory processes and meetings
h) Side events and round tables (co)organised
We need Development Justice